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SECURITY & 
SUBSISTENCE
 

Physical Sustenance
Air
Food
Health
Movement
Physical Safety
Rest / Sleep
Shelter
Touch
Water
 

Security
Consistency
Order / Structure
Peace (external)
Peace of mind
Protection
Safety (emotional)
Stability
Trust

CONNECTION
 

Appreciation
Closeness
Companionship
Harmony
Intimacy
Love
Nurturing
Sexual Expression
Support
Tenderness
Warmth
 

To Matter
Acceptance
Care
Compassion
Consideration
Empathy
Kindness
Mutual Recognition
Respect
To be heard
To be seen
To be know
To be understood
To be trusted
To undertand others
 

Community
Belonging
Communication
Cooperation
Equality
Inclusion
Mutuality
Participation
Partnership
Self-Expression
Sharing

MEANING
 
Sense of Self
Authenticity
Competence
Creativity
Dignity
Growth
Healing
Honesty
Integrity
Self-Acceptance
Self-Care
Self-Connection
Self-Knowledge
Self-Realization
Mattering to myself
   

Understanding
Awareness
Clarity
Discovery
Learning
Making sense of life
Stimulation
 

Meaning
Aliveness
Challenge
Consciousness
Contribution
Creativity

Exploration
Integration
Purpose
 

Transcendence
Beauty
Celebration of life
Communion
Faith
Flow
Hope
Inspiration
Mourning
Peace (internal)
Presence

UNIVERSAL NEEDS / LONGINGS / VALUES / DESIRES

FREEDOM
 

Autonomy
Choice
Ease
Independence
Power
Self-Responsibility
Space
Spontaneity
 

Leisure / Relaxation
Humor
Joy
Play
Pleasure
Rejuvenation

From the moment we wake up, until we go to sleep night, nearly everything that 
we do is an attempt to meet these universal human needs/values in a certain way.

 

We can also refer to these as our longings, desires, inspirations and motivations.

PRIMARY NEEDS:
*Connection

 Respect
Appreciation
To Be Seen Clearly
To Be Understood

PRIMARY EMOTIONS:
Glad
Scared
Mad
Sad
Frustrated
Confused

This list, originally created by Miki Kashtan and adapted by 
Scott Catamas, builds on Marshall Rosenberg’s original needs 
list with categories adapted from Manfred Max-Neef.  For more 
information on NVC, visit www.cnvc.org or call 505.244.4041 
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Emotions Inventory
 

 

 

 

 AFFECTIONATE 

compassionate 

friendly 
loving 
open hearted 

sympatheƟc 
tender 
warm 

ENGAGED 
absorbed 
alert 
curious 
engrossed 
enchanted 
entranced 
fascinated 
interested 
intrigued 
involved 
spellbound 
sƟmulated 

HOPEFUL 
expectant 
encouraged 
opƟmisƟc 

CONFIDENT 
empowered 
open 
proud 
safe 
secure 

EXCITED 
amazed 
animated 
ardent 
aroused 
astonished 
dazzled 
eager 
energeƟc 
enthusiasƟc 
giddy 
invigorated 
lively 
passionate 
surprised 
vibrant 

GRATEFUL
appreciaƟve 
moved 
thankful 
touched 

INSPIRED 
amazed 
awed 
wonder 

JOYFUL 
amused 
delighted 
glad 
happy 
jubilant 
pleased 
ƟĐŬůĞĚ 

EXHILARATED 
blissful 
ĞĐƐƚĂƟĐ 
elated 
enthralled 
exuberant 
radiant 
rapturous 
thrilled 

PEACEFUL
calm 
clear headed 
comfortable 
centered 
content 
equanimous 
fulĮůůed 
mellow 
quiet 
relaxed 
relieved 
saƟƐĮed 
serene 
ƐƟůl 
tranquil 
ƚƌƵƐƟŶŐ 

REFRESHED 
enlivened 
rejuvenated 
renewed 
rested 
restored 
revived 

 

 

The following are the words we use when we want to express a combination of emotional states
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place to support anyone who wishes to engage in a process of deepening self-discovery
and to facilitate greater understanding and connection between people.

There are two parts to this list: emotions we may have when our needs are being met
and emotions we may have when our needs are not being met 
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All emotional dynamics begin with love,

and always ultimately have love as their root.
Excerpt from The Effective Choice by Forrest G. Landry
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Emotions connected to unmet needs/longings/values/desires    

AFRAID 
apprehensive 
dread 
foreboding 
frightened 
ŵŝƐƚƌƵƐƞƵů 
panicked 
ƉĞƚƌŝĮĞĚ 
scared 
suspicious 
terriĮed 
wary 
worried 

ANNOYED 
aggravated 
dismayed 
disgruntled 
displeased 
exasperated 
frustrated 
ŝŵƉĂƟĞŶƚ 
irritated 
irked 

ANGRY 
enraged 
furious 
incensed 
indignant 
irate 
livid

 

outraged 
ƌĞƐĞŶƞƵů 

AVERSION 
animosity 
appalled 
contempt 
disgusted 
dislike 
hate

 

horriĮed 
hosƟůe 
repulsed 

CONFUSED 
ambivalent 
ďĂŋĞĚ 
bewildered 
dazed 
hesitant 
lost 
mysƟĮed 
perplexed 
puzzled 
torn 

DISCONNECTED 
alienated 
aloof 
apatheƟĐ 
bored 
cold 
detached 
distant 
distracted 
ŝŶĚŝīĞƌĞŶƚ 
numb 
removed 
uninterested 
withdrawn 

DISQUIET 
agitated 
alarmed 
discombobulated 
disconcerted 
disturbed 
perturbed 
ƌĂƩůĞĚ 
restless 
shocked 
startled 
surprised 
troubled 
turbulent 
turmoil 
uncomfortable 
uneasy 
unnerved 
ƵŶƐĞƩůĞĚ 
upset 

EMBARRASSED
ashamed 
chagrined 
ŇƵƐƚĞƌĞĚ 
guilty 
morƟĮed 
self -conscious 

FATIGUE 
beat  
burnt out 
depleted 
exhausted 
lethargic 
listless 
sleepy 
Ɵred  
weary 
worn out 

PAIN 
agony 
anguished 
bereaved 
devastated 
grief 
heartbroken 
hurt  
lonely 
miserable 
ƌĞŐƌĞƞƵů 
remorseful 

SAD  
depressed 
dejected 
despair 
despondent 
disappointed 
discouraged 
disheartened 
forlorn 
gloomy 
heavy hearted 
hopeless 
melancholy 
unhappy 
wretched 

TENSE
anxious

 

cranky
 

distressed
 

distraught
 

edgy
 

ĮĚŐĞty
 

frazzled
 

irritable
 

jiƩĞƌǇ
 

nervous
 

overwhelmed
restless

 

stressed
 

out

 

VULNERABLE
fragile

 

guarded
 

helpless
 

insecure
 

leery
 

reserved
 

seŶƐŝƟve
 

shaky
 

YEARNING
 

envious
 

jealous
 

longing
 

nostalgic
 

pining
 

wiƐƞul
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Accepting
Accountable
Appreciative
Assertive
Attentive
Balanced
Clean
Caring
Coachable
Committed
Compassionate
Confident
Considerate
Contented
Cooperative
Courageous
Courteous
Creative
Decisive
Dedicated
Dependable
Detached
Determined
Devoted
Diligent
Discerning
Embracing

Empathic
Encouraging
Enduring
Enthusiastic
Excellent
Fair
Faithful
Flexible
Friendly
Focused
Forgiving
Generous
Gentle
Grateful
Harmonious
Helpful
Honest
Honoring
Humble
Inclusive
Independent
Inspiring
Integrous
Joyful
Just
Kind
Light-hearted

Loving
Loyal
Mindful
Modest
Orderly
Open
Optimistic
Orderly
Patient
Peaceful
Perseverant
Playful
Prayerful
Present
Purposeful
Reliable
Respectful
Responsible
Reverent
Self-disciplined
Serene
Tactful
Trusting
Trustworthy
Understanding
Visionary
Wise

Character Strengths
We can also refer to these as virtues or qualities of Love. 

These are empowering ways of being that help us through difficulties.
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Life is an opportunity
to learn how

to love.

What’s Alive In You?

It’s all Love
or a call for Love

“At the heart
of every behavior

is the desire to meet
a precious value.”

~Dr. Marshall Rosenberg

Universal
Values:

Expands the love and
causes good things 
to happen!

Love
Joy

Gratitude
Compassion

Forgiveness

Trustworthiness

Gentleness
Acceptance

Respect

  Egoic
Thinking:

Clouds the Light
 & causes upset

around me.

Blaming
Shaming

Accusing

Demanding
Criticizing

Judging
Evaluating

Complaining

Manipulating

Better than/ 
Worse than 

Right/Wrong 

Empathy

Understanding
Appreciation

Reassurance

Win/Win 

You are Love
You are Loved.

Feelings are real.
Thoughts are 
suspect.

Dominating

Being a Victim 

Cooperation
Win/Lose 

Generosity

Threatening 

Every challenge life brings is an opportunity to flex your spiritual m
uscle. W
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7 Steps to Making Life More Wonderful! 

 

Acceptance 
Adventure 
Affection 

Air/Food/Water/Warmth 
Appreciation 
Awareness 

Beauty 
Caring 

Celebration 
Challenge 
Choice 

Closeness 
Comfort 

Community 
Connection 

Consideration 
Cooperation 
Creativity 

Emotional Safety 
Fairness 

 

Sensitivity
Space

Stability
Support
Touch
Trust

Understanding
Warmth

Authenticity
Autonomy
Balance

Belonging
Clarity

Communication
Compassion
Competence
Consistency
Contribution

Ease
Effectiveness

Family 
Freedom 
Friendship 

Fun 
Honesty 
Humor 

Inclusion 
Joy 

Laughter 
Learning 

Love 
Mourning 

Movement/Exercise 
Nurturing 

Peace 
Play 

Privacy 
Respect 

Rest/Relaxation 
Safety 

 
Empathy 
Equality 
Harmony 

Independence 
Inspiration 
Integration 
Integrity 
Intimacy 
Meaning 
Order 

Participation 
Partnership 

Physical Well-Being 
Presence 

Productivity 
Purpose 

Reciprocity 
Self-Expression 

Sexual Expression 
Self-Understanding 

 

Universal Needs, Longings, Values & Desires

 

Emotions Connected to Unmet Needs
Afraid
Angry
Bored

Confused
Depressed

Disappointed
Embarrassed

Envious
Frightened
Frustrated

Hatred
Heart-Broken
Heavy Hearted

Helpless
Hurt

Impatient
Insecure
Jealous

Lonely
Miserable
Nervous
Numb

Overwhelmed
Regretful
Restless

Sad
Sensitive
Shocked
Stressed
Surprised
Suspicious
Terrified

Tired
Uncomfortable

Torn
Violent

Vulnerable 
Worried 
Anxious 

Apprehensive 
Despairing 
Desperate 

Discouraged 
Disgusted 
Exhausted 
Guarded 
Hesitant 

Indifferent 
Irritable 

Self-Protective 
Skeptical 
Troubled 
Uneasy 

Withdrawn 

1.  What painful emotions are you feeling?
2.  What values ARE NOT met?
3.  What pleasant emotions are you feeling?

or values do you feel inspired to embody?
7.  Knowing all of this, and seeking win/wins, what could 
 you ask for or offer that could make life more wonderful?

4.  What values ARE met?
5.  What do you imagine the other(s) is needing?
6.  Holding all this in your heart, what virtues
      

 
Affectionate 

Alive 
Amused 

Appreciative 
Calm 

Comfortable 
Compassionate 

Confident 
Content 
Curious 

Delighted 
Eager 

Empowered 
Encouraged 
Enthusiastic 
Fascinated 
Friendly 

Fulfilled 
Grateful 
Happy 
Hopeful 
Inspired 

Interested 
Loving 

Openhearted 
Optimistic 
Peaceful 
Proud 

Relieved 
Safe 

Satisfied 
Secure 
Trusting 
Warm 

Adoring 
Aroused 
Blissful 

Centered 
Clearheaded 

Ecstatic 
Engaged 
Intrigued 

Invigorated 
Joyful 
Open 

Passionate 
Pleased 

Rejuvenated 
Relaxed 
Serene 
Touched 

Emotions Connected to Met Needs

 

 
 

Appreciative 
Assertive 
Caring 

Clean / Orderly 
Coachable 
Committed 

Compassionate 
Confident 

Cooperative 
Courageous 
Creative 

Encouraging 
Excellent 

Fair / Just 
Flexibile 
Forgiving 

Friendly 
Generous 
Gentle 

Grateful 
Helpful 
Honest 
Kind 

Loving 
Patient 
Peaceful 
Playful 

Prayerful 
Respectful 
In Service 
Trusting 

Trustworthy 

Accepting
Acknowledging

Balanced
Consistent
Courteous
Devoted

Discerning
Disciplined
Empathic

Enthusiastic
Faithful
Focused
Frugal

Harmonious
Honoring
Humble

Inclusive
In Integrity

In Leadership
Light-hearted
In Meditation

Moderate
Modest

Optimistic
Present

Purposeful
Relaxed
Reverent
Tactful
Unifying
Visionary

Wise

 

Character Strengths / Virtues / Values to Embody



1. Am I willing to practice new ways of thinking, listening and expressing?
2. Am I genuinely curious to know what is ‘real’ for the other?
3. Can I feel compassion for the pain of unmet needs on both sides?
4. Am I willing to accept what is so just as it is?
5. What authentic reassurance can I provide to the others? 
6. What might I offer or request that would demonstrate my 
      understanding of their feelings, needs and commitments?
7. What can I appreciate myself and the other for?

Ask yourself: 

The Seven Adjustments 
Willingness 

Compassion 

Reassurance 

Appreciation 

Understanding 

Acceptance 

Curiosity 

Resistance 

Judgment 

Shame 

Criticism 

Blame 

Guilt 

Make Wrong 

Moving from Pain & Fear to Love  

™ 



We All Have Communication Choices 

Open-Hearted Closed-Hearted 

Responsible for one’s  
own feelings, needs and action. 
 
Makes clear observations, 
Describes situations 
 
Practices empathy & forgiveness 
 
Makes requests 
 
Asserts oneself 
 
States preferences 
 
Dialogues with 
 
Inclusive 
 
Without judgment 
 
Open to discover positive solutions 
 
Power with others 
 
Win/win 

Blaming, accusing, judging, shaming,
not owning personal responsibility

Adds perceptions as “truth”:  evaluations,
analysis, diagnosis and labelling

Holds resentment/complaints

Makes demands

Aggressive or passive

Shoulds & ought to

Monologue or silence

Exclusive

Right/wrong, good/bad

Attached to a certain outcome

Power over/power under

Win/lose

Closed-Hearted Communication Creates 
Dissatisfaction with relationships by creating: 

Lack of trust 
Lack of respect 

Misuderstandings 
Resentments 
Disharmony 

Distress 
& Isolation 

Open-Hearted Communication Creates
Satisfaction with relationships by creating:
Mutual trust
Mutual respect
Understanding
Love, Compassion
Harmony
Peace of mind
& Connection

*It is helpful to remember that anyone who is communicating with a closed-heart is in emotional pain. 
Remembering this helps you to take it less personally, to keep your heart open, and to give empathy. 
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Date :
 

What is the situation?

1.  What stories am I telling myself about this situation? 
All thoughts about others are projections.  When I describe the situation, what parts of my story could be seen as judgmental? 
Blaming? Shaming? Accusing? Criticizing? Or Making the other wrong? Do you feel good or upset when you think these thoughts? 
 

After identifying your thoughts, projections and judgments, acknowledge that these thoughts are stories and not the whole reality.

2. What am I longing for?   
Use the Universal Needs, Value, Longings and Desires list.

3. What am I feeling?   
Use the Emotions Inventory; clarify your emotions from your stories.

4. What do I imagine the other person is thinking, feeling & needing?

5. How can I listen and express in a way that demonstrates care and compassion?
If possible, listen to them first. Establish your care! If we cannot authentically care about the other persons feelings and desires, 
we are not ready to connect. Ask yourself: How can I best establish connection? 

Avoid any words that could be perceived as judgment, blame, shame or criticism

Challenging Situation Worksheet 

 



Date :
 

1. What is the situation?

2.  What stories am I telling myself about this situation? 
All thoughts about others are a projection.  When I describe the situation, what parts are my interpretation of what happened? 
Where might someone else have a different interpretation of what happened?

3. What am I feeling?   
Use the Emotions Inventory; clarify emotions from thoughts, evaluations, judgments or diagnosis.

4. What am I needing?   
Use the Universal Human Needs./Value list.

 

5. What do I imagine the other person is feeling & needing?  

6. When things are good in relationship to this person, what emotions do I have? 
What Universal Human Needs/Values have been met previously? (Connecting with gratitude for this person)

7. Apply the 7 Adjustments:
Willingness, Curiosity, Compassion, Acceptance, Understanding, Reassurance & Appreciation

8. What other character strengths/ virtues am I inspired to bring to this challenge?
 

9. What specific and do-able actions might I offer or request that could meet both 
our needs/values? (i.e. Rather than “I want you to show me more respect,” consider what specific actions 
would satisfy your value for respect.)

 
 

Challenging Situation Worksheet



Isn’t it great to be in the experience of flow and ease with others? 
Remember that there will always be differences.  It's how we MANAGE 
the differences that determines whether we will create harmonious 
connections or unpleasant ones. 

Nearly ALL unpleasant experiences in personal relationships take 
place because one or both parties ESCALATE the conflict.  In “defend-
ing our self or our position,” the other experiences an attack. To regain 
the flow in conflict, it is essential to learn to SLOW DOWN!

The moment that either person feels discomfort OR concern that this could 
escalate, he/she calls YELLOW LIGHT.  CAN YOU EACH MAINTAIN 
EYE CONTACT AND BREATHE DEEPLY FOR A MINUTE IN QUIET 
SELF-REFLECTION?   At this point, everyone stops talking and connects to 
their breathing and self reflection. Breathe deep in to your belly. This helps 
to center you. Ask yourself,  "Can I authentically CARE about the other as well 
as myself?" Be honest with yourself. If you both can, and you both believe 
you can care about the other, proceed slowly with one thought at a time.  
Do you have enough in your “well” to listen & to care?

Often, we are too Angry, Tired, Frustrated or Overwhelmed to genuinely 
show the care, kindness and respect that nurture conversation.  If  either of 
you CANNOT stop talking, OR you cannot look at each other, OR you cannot 
identify and empathize with each others’ feelings and needs/values, then it 
is  RED LIGHT:   TAKE A TIME OUT!  Never VENT at another person.

Move into separate spaces, and fill out the Challenging Situation Worksheet.  
REASSURE this person that you care about them,  tell them you need a time 
out and give them a realistic estimate of how much time you need before 
you will check in again. Then separate right away.  Do not try to converse 
other than to PROVIDE REASSURANCE that the Time Out is an act of CARE 
for the relationship. Do not reconnect until you BOTH are capable of caring 
about each other’s feelings and needs.

Once you come back together, present one thought at a time, based on your 
self reflection and notes from the Challenging Situation Worksheet.  Listen 
with your Compassionate Heart, and not the judgmental mind.  Remember 
to practice THE SEVEN ADJUSTMENTS, and choose LOVE over FEAR,  CARE 
over JUDGMENT.  Remember that we do not need to agree in order to 
understand each other.  Practice empathy and imagine the other person’s 
point of view, feelings and needs/values.
 

You may also consult your local LOVE COACH 

Ease & Flow!

Slow Down

Take a break

  

Managing Our Differences Thru Connected Time-Outs

Differences
Becoming Conflict



HOW TO WORK WITH OTHER PEOPLE'S CHALLENGING  BEHAVIOR
 

Most of us would agree that to create PEACE in the World, we need to start with creating PEACE IN OUR OWN 
RELATIONSHIPS.  The more time we spend with anyone in our life, the more likely there are to be differences.  
How we manage the differences, including behavior that creates discomfort, is what this worksheet is all about.
 

STEP # 1:  DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN THE BEING and THE BEHAVIOR.
 

Our problem is ALWAYS with the behavior, not with the being themselves.  When we judge, blame, shame or 
criticize a person, it creates disconnection.  It is likely to trigger "The Reptile Brain" which only knows FIGHT, 
FLIGHT or FREEZE in order to defend itself.  Notice, how do YOU feel when someone makes you wrong as a 
person?
 

It is a powerful non-denominational spiritual practice to see all human beings as a part of the whole.  Perhaps 
look at the person whose BEHAVIOR is bothering you and imagine either:

"There's God/Existence experiencing itself fully as this person"  OR
"There I am experiencing myself fully as this person."  

   

If you were born into their body, family, ancestry and had their experiences, would you truly be any different?
The being is beautiful.  What is the BEHAVIOR that is bothering you?
 

STEP # 2:  What are the Universal Needs/Values/Longings driving this behavior?
 

Look over the list on the other side?  Which of these words might represent what is underneath the behavior.  
We do not need to condone or like the behavior;  but we can see that it is a strategy to meet one or more of 
these needs/values/longings.  As you look over the list, you might be able to guess very accurately OR only 
imagine possibilities.  This is a good way to grow our Emotional Intelligence, as we imagine another person's 
experience.
 

STEP # 3: What are MY Universal Needs/Values/Longings that are not met by this behavior?
 

Once again, look over the list.  Which of these words are most UP for you as you think about the affects of the 
person's behavior.  We are bothered by the behavior because some of our needs are not met (or may be threat-
ened) by what the other person is doing. 
 

What feelings are coming up for you?  We have uncomfortable feelings when OUR needs/values are not met the 
way that we wish.  Primary uncomfortable feelings are SAD, MAD, SCARED, DISAPPOINTED and FRUSTRATED.
 

STEP # 4: Managing the situation
 

In some situations, we can talk to the other person about what is happening.  If that is the case, I suggest always 
leading with authentic reassurance that we care about the relationship and want to talk things through to 
create greater understanding.  If you ask or guess what their underlying needs/values are, that shows care.  
Once they feel your care / connection, then you can ask them if they would be willing to hear which of your 
needs / values were not met by how you experienced their behavior.
 

Remember to never make another person wrong.  We are 100% responsible for our thoughts, feelings and 
needs/values.  We share with others in order to understand each other more fully.
 

If it is not appropriate to talk to the other person, then you may need to give yourself empathy or ask another 
for some empathy / understanding.
 

EXAMPLES:  OLD PARADIGM statement: "He's such a jerk," and "She's so stuck up."
 

NEW PARADIGM statement:  When he/she didn't acknowledge me at the party, I felt sad & disappointed.  I am 
guessing he/she was focused on their need for connection with others.  It didn't meet my value for being seen or 
acknowledged.
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Abandoned  Frightened, Lonely, Sad,  Connection, Nurturing, Friendship   
   Hurt, Heart-Broken, Shocked     Support, Family, Belonging   
Abused   Angry, Frustrated,       Caring, Nurturing, 
   Frightened     Support, Safety, Comfort    
Attacked  Scared, Angry, Violent  Safety 
Belittled  Angry, Frustrated,     Respect, Autonomy, To be seen  
   Tense, Distressed   Acknowledgment, Appreciation 
Betrayed  Angry, Hurt, Disappointed  Trust, Dependability, Honesty 
   Enraged, Violent   Honor, Commitment, Clarity    
Blamed   Angry, Scared, Confused  Accountability, Causality,  
   Hurt, Violent    Fairness, Justice 
Cheated  Resentful, Hurt, Angry  Honesty, Fairness, Justice 
   Guarded, Hesitant   Trust, Reliability 
Criticized  Scared, Anxious, Frustrated  Understanding, Appreciation, Respect 
   Angry, Embarrassed   Consideration, Acceptance, Emotional Safety  
Harassed  Angry, Frustrated, Frightened Respect, Consideration, Space, Peace 
Hassled  Irritated, Angry, Frustrated  Autonomy, Choice, Space, Respect, Peace 
Ignored  Lonely, Scared, Hurt, Sad  Connection, Belonging, Inclusion, 
   Embarrassed    Community, Participation 
Insulted  Angry, Embarrassed   Respect, Consideration,  
Intimidated  Scared, Anxious   Safety, Equality, Respect, Consideration 
Invalidated  Angry, Resentful, Hurt  Appreciation, Respect, Understanding 
Invisible  Sad, Angry, Lonely, Scared  To be seen & heard, Inclusion, Belonging 
Isolated  Lonely, Afraid, Scared  Community, Inclusion, Belonging, Connection 
Left Out  Sad, Lonely, Anxious   Community, Inclusion, Belonging, Connection   
Let Down  Sad, Disappointed, Angry  Trust, Dependability, Consistency 
Manipulated  Angry, Suspicious, Self-Protective Honesty, Equality, Respect, Freedom, Choice  
Mistrusted  Sad, Angry, Hurt   Trust, Understanding 
Misunderstood  Upset, Angry, Frustrated  To be heard, Understanding, Clarity 
Neglected  Lonely, Scared, Sad   Connection, Care, Consideration, Participation   
Pressured  Anxious, Resentful, Overwhelmed Clarity, Choice, Acceptance, Ease 
Provoked  Irritated, Angry, Enraged, Violent Respect, Consideration, Space  
Put Down  Angry, Sad, Embarrased  Respect, Understanding, Care  
Rejected  Hurt, Angry, Scare, Sad  Belonging, Inclusion, Closeness, Connection 
Ripped off/Screwed Angry, Disappointed, Sad   Honesty, Fairness, Justice, Consideration   
Smothered  Frustrated, Scared, Anxious Space, Freedom, Choice, Self-Expression   
Taken for granted Sad, Angry, Hurt, Disappointed Appreciation, Acknowledgment, Consideration 
Threatened  Scared, Anxious, Angry,  Safety, Choice 
   Guarded, Self-Protective 
Unappreciated Angry, Frustrated, Hurt  Appreciation, Acknowledgment, Consideration  
Unheard  Sad, Frustrated, Angry  Understanding, Empathy, Consideration 
Unloved  Sad, Heart-Broken, Lonely  Love, Appreciation, To be seen, Empathy 
   Depressed, Hurt   Connection, Belonging, Community 
Unseen  Sad, Anxious, Frustrated  To be seen, Acknowledgment, Appreciation 
Unsupported  Sad, Hurt, Resentful  Support, Understanding 
Unwanted  Sad, Anxious, Frustrated,  Belonging, Inclusion, Caring 
   Angry, Lonely, Depressed  Connection, Participation 
Used   Sad, Angry, Resentful  Respect, Equality, Consideration 
Victimized  Scared, Helpless, Vulnerable Safety, Justice, Equality 
Violated  Sad, Anxious, Angry  Privacy, Safety, Trust, Space, Respect 
Wronged  Angry, Hurt, Resentful  Honesty, Safety, Justice, Respect 
 



Abundance Meditation 
This meditation is based on Science of Mind Affirmative Prayer 

A 5-Step Process: 
 
God is - Recognition 
I am - Unification 
It is – Realization 
Thank You - Thanksgiving 
And So It Is - Release 
 
God is all-- all life, all values, all desires, all longings, all needs. 
God is universal-- Universal Mind, Universal Spirit. As such, I 
recognize that all universal human needs are precious, 
beautiful and divinely inspired. 
 
I am Spirit in expression and acknowledge that my precious 
needs, desires and longings are one with Spirit. I fully embrace 
and accept that my desires for ________ , ________ and 
________ are beautiful universal human needs to be cherished 
and celebrated.  
 
I am joyful as I am brought into alignment with the All to 
attract more ________ , ________ and ________ into my life. 
These met needs create positive pleasant feelings of being 
________, ________ and ________.  
 
For this I am so grateful. I give thanks to God, my angels and 
those who are brought into alignment with me as co-creators in 
the fulfillment of my precious needs. I deeply appreciate the 
associated experience of pleasant, heartfelt emotions.  
 
I release this into the universe knowing it is so. And so it is. 
Thank you God. 

 
Contributed by Joni Roberts 



CELEBRATIONS OF OUR MET NEEDS 
is always a good way to start.  Share what needs of yours have been met in any 
aspect of your life.  If you are listening to someone who is celebrating, 
acknowledge their feelings and connect to those feelings with your heart!
 
MOURNING OF UNMET NEEDS 
is our opportunity to acknowledge pain, disappointment, anger, frustration, etc.  
Often when someone that we are in relationship with is experiencing uncom-
fortable feelings, WE FEEL UNCOMFORTABLE.  There can be a tendency to want 
to "fix" the other person.  In this practice, we are present to any discomfort and 
acknowledge their experience.   This is the practice of EMPATHY and 
UNDERSTANDING. It is a way of saying, “I feel you.”
 
APPRECIATIONS 
are always FUN!  Express your appreciation to others by recalling specific actions 
that they took and identify which of YOUR NEEDS were met by their actions.  
This helps us to understand what is important to others, and to find ways to 
contribute to the well being of others.
 
REASSURANCES 
are possibly the most important and challenging part of this practice.  In this 
part, we are acknowledging that we have needs that have NOT been met by 
someone we are in relationship with.  We are not blaming, shaming or criticizing.  
We are pointing to a source of discomfort without judgment.  We then provide 
AUTHENTIC REASSURANCE.  This may come in the form of understanding why 
the other was not able to meet our need.  It may also include reassurance that 
we have no less love or care despite our disappointment.  This part of the 
practice should go slowly, carefully and in deep connection to our heart.
 

Celebrations, Mournings, Appreciations & Reassurances 
Now that I have privately coached over 250 couples and families, I have learned that there can be much greater 
harmony when we learn how to acknowledge and manage our "Universal Human Needs".  We can also call 
these words: "Values", "Longings", "Motivations" or "Inspirations".  The genius of Dr. Marshall Rosenberg included 
the understanding that nearly every thing that we do (when we are awake) is an attempt to get one or more of 
these "Universal Human Needs" met in a certain way.
 
It is important for us to acknowledge what we are longing for and to manage our unmet needs.  It is equally 
important to understand what motivates others that we are relating to.
Every day we have needs that are met and it is important to celebrate that (through gratitude).  It is also true 
that every day we have unmet needs, and it is important to acknowledge the feelings that may come up 
(sadness, disappointment, anger).
 
The families that are taking time to do this practice are reporting much greater understanding of each other 
and experience deeper emotional intimacy.  You can include children in the practice as well!  Take turns sharing 
what is "Alive in your Heart.”  Here are some tips:

To start this practice, it is suggested that you work with your local LOVE COACH.  
In doing it a few times so that you can learn the nuances.  



Veils of Past Pain 
 
Questions for Self-Inquiry 
 
Triggers and Veils of Past Pain 

1. What happened that caused emotional pain/trauma? 
2. Do you have a specific memory? (When was the first time you felt this way?) 
3. How did you feel when this occurred? 
4. What needs were not met by this experience? 
5. What did you make it mean about yourself and others? 
6. How does it show up in your current relationships? 
7. When you get triggered, what sensations arise in your body? 
8. How do you defend yourself when you are triggered? 
9. (Reflect on the values expressed through this sharing. What would it look like to 

get these needs/values met? Be specific.) 
 
 
Constructs of the Veils of Past Pain 
When someone is sharing, listen for: 

• Feelings/Emotions 
• Unmet Needs/Values/Longings 
• Stories/Beliefs created about 

o Self 
o Mother (Women) 
o Father (Men) 
o Life 
o God/Spirit 
o Etc 

• Strategies for coping  
o Conscious strategies 
o Semi-conscious strategies 
o Sub-conscious strategies 

 
Questions for Honoring and Healing Veils of Past Pain 

• How could someone show up in a way that invalidates my self and life-negating 
belief systems? 

• How can I utilize this present moment to fulfill unmet needs of the past?  
• What beliefs can I question using The Work? 
• How can I hold myself when I notice I am in my Veil of Past Pain pattern? 
• How can I reveal understanding for my Veil of Past Pain with those around me to 

provide myself with a compassionate space for my healing? 
• What other tools and resources can I bring to this old wound to bring healing and 

completion? 
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One-Belief-at-a-Time Worksheet 

The Work—A Written Meditat ion 
 

On the line below, write down a stressful concept about someone (alive or dead) whom you haven't forgiven 100 percent. 
(For example, “He doesn’t care about me” or “I did it wrong.”) Then question the concept in writing, using the following 
questions and turnarounds. (Use additional paper as needed.) When answering the questions, close your eyes, be still,  
and witness what appears to you. Inquiry stops working the moment you stop answering the questions. 
 

Belief:  ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 

1. Is it true? (Yes or no. If no, 
move to question 3.)  

 

2. Can you absolutely know 
that it’s true? (Yes or no.) 

 
 

 

3. How do you react, what 
happens, when you 
believe that thought? 

a) Does that thought bring peace or 
stress into your life? 

b) What images do you see, past 
and future, and what physical 
sensations arise as you witness 
those images?  

c) What emotions arise when you 
believe that thought? (Refer to 
the Emotions List, available on 
thework.com.) 

 d) Do any obsessions or addictions 
begin to appear when you 
believe that thought? (Do you act 
out on any of the following: 
alcohol, drugs, credit cards, 
food, sex, television?) 

e) How do you treat the person in 
this situation when you believe 
the thought? How do you treat 
other people and yourself? 
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Belief you are working on:    ________________________________________________________________________  

 
 
4. Who would you be  

without the thought? 
 Who or what are you without  

the thought? 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Turn the thought around. 
Example of a statement:  
He hurt me. 

 

Possible turnarounds: 

1. To the self. (I hurt me.) 

2. To the other. (I hurt him.) 

3. To the opposite.  
      a) (He didn’t hurt me.) 
      b) (He helped me.) 
 
Then find at least three specific,  
genuine examples of how  
each turnaround is true for  
you in this situation. 
 
(For each turnaround, go back 
and start with the original 
statement. Do not turn around a 
statement that has already been 
turned around. For example, “He 
shouldn’t waste his time” may be 
turned around to “I shouldn’t 
waste my time,” “I shouldn’t 
waste his time,” and “He should 
waste his time.” Note that “I 
should waste my time” and “I 
should waste his time” are not 
valid turnarounds; they are 
turnarounds of turnarounds 
rather than turnarounds of the 
original statement.) 
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Heart-Centered Communication Cards: Quick Start Guide 
 

     

If you feel upset about someone or something:  
1. Flip through the Emotions Connected to Unmet Longings card deck and see which uncomfortable feelings you are 

feeling. Place these cards in front of you so you can see those words. 
2. Flip through the Universal Needs/Values/Longings/Desires card deck and see which needs you are longing for. What 

would you really like to have for yourself that you are missing? Place these in front of you. 
3. Flip though the Character Strengths card deck and notice which ones inspire you. Place these in front of you. These 

character strengths are your internal guides, the values you aspire to cultivate as you move through this challenge. 
4. Consider: What might you ask for that could meet your needs, and from whom? 
5. Remember, there are a multitude of ways to get your needs met. If you don’t get what you’re looking for the way you want to 

get it, look for other possible solutions. 

If you want to understand someone else: 
1. Flip through the Emotions Connected to Unmet Longings card deck and guess which uncomfortable feelings the other 

person might be feeling. Place these cards in front of you so you can see the words. 
2. Flip through the Universal Needs/Values/Longings/Desires card deck and guess which ones are motivating the other 

person. What needs and values are important to that person? Place these in front of you. 
3. Consider: What could you ask for or offer this person that might benefit both of you? 

If you want to practice gratitude: 
1. Flip through the Emotions Connected to Met Longings card deck and notice which comfortable feelings you feel. Place 

these cards in front of you so you can see the words. 
2. Flip through the Universal Needs/Values/Longings/Desires card deck and recognize which of these are present in your life.  
3. Feel your gratitude for these good things you have in your life.  

If you want to practice acknowledgment: 
1. Choose a person to acknowledge. 
2. Flip through the Character Strengths card deck and notice the qualities you recognize in the person you chose. 
3. Share with the person which of the character strengths you see in them, and if you’d like, share with them an example of how 

you have seen them demonstrate these qualities.  

If you are playing with kids:  
• When a child is going through a challenging situation, use the cards to guess what they are feeling and ask them if you are 

right. Do the same with the needs/longings/values/desires. 
• When you experience a difficult situation with a child, ask them to guess what you are feeling and needing. 
• When you do something fun, ask them what pleasant comfortable feelings they felt and what needs were met. 
• When they are experiencing a challenge, ask them which of the character strengths they think would be the most helpful to 

practice. 
• Help them work out challenges with others by sorting out their feelings and needs, and identifying the character strength 

they want to practice. Then have them guess what the other person is feeling and needing. It is helpful to also connect to the 
child’s gratitude for the other person through the comfortable feelings cards and the needs that are met deck, or by using 
the character strengths cards to remember what the child likes about that person. 

• Ask them to choose 5 to 9 character strengths that they think are most important and ask them why these are the most 
important.  

• Ask them what character strengths they see in their mom, dad, brother, sister, friend, etc. 
• Ask for specific examples of how they have seen these character strengths demonstrated in the other person. 

If you want to use the cards intuitively, turn them over and draw them like tarot cards. 

For$more$ideas,$sign$up$for$my$newsletter$or$request$a$complimentary$consultation,$at$www.GiftofMyHeart.com!
Katrina!Vaillancourt!©2011–2014!♥!(415)!27275745!



Heart-Centered Communication Cards: QuickStart Guide 
 

 
 
If you feel upset about someone or something:  
 

1. Flip through the Negative Emotions card deck and see which emotions you are feeling. Place those 
cards in front of you so you can see those words. 

2. Flip through the Universal Needs card deck and see which needs you are longing for. What you would 
really like to have for yourself that you are missing? Place these in front of you. 

3. Flip though the Character Strengths card deck and notice which ones inspire you. Place these in front 
of you. These character strengths are your internal guides, the values you aspire to cultivate as you move 
through this challenge. 

4. Consider: What might you ask for that could meet your needs? And whom might you ask? 
5. There is always more than one way to get your needs met. If you don’t get them met the way you want 

to, look for other possible solutions. 
 
If you want to understand someone: 
 

1. Flip through the Negative Emotions card deck and guess which ones the other person might be feeling. 
Place those cards in front of you so you can see those words. 

2. Flip through the Universal Needs card deck and guess which ones are motivating the other person. 
What needs and values are important to that person? Place these in front of you. 

3. Consider: What could you ask for or offer this person that might benefit both of you? 
 
If you want to practice gratitude: 
 

1. Flip through the Positive Emotions card deck and notice which ones you feel. Place those cards in front 
of you so you can see those words. 

2. Flip through the Universal Needs card deck and recognize which of these are present in your life.  
3. Feel your gratitude for these good things you have in your life.  

 
If you want to practice acknowledgment: 
 

1. Choose a person to acknowledge. 
2. Flip through the Character Strengths card deck and notice the qualities you recognize in the person 

you chose. 
3. Share with the person which of the character strengths you see in them, and if you’d like, share with 

them an example of how you have seen this quality demonstrated.  
 
If you want to use the cards intuitively, turn them over and draw them like tarot cards. 
 

Enjoy! 
 

Katrina Vaillancourt ©2013 



The Three Essential Shifts 

Faith 

Collaboration 

Abundance 
& Gratitude 

Fear 

Competition 

Scarcity &  
Deficiency 

™ 

 to move from  
suffering of separation to blessings of co-creation 

Faith
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Faith Abundance
collaboration

“The Scarcity Mentality is the zero-sum paradigm of life. People with a Scarcity Mentality have a very difficult time 
sharing recognition and credit, power or profit – even with those who help in the production. They also have a 
very hard time being genuinely happy for the success of other people.”

“The Abundance Mentality, on the other hand, flows out of a deep inner sense of personal worth and security. It is 
the paradigm that there is plenty out there and enough to spare for everybody. It results in sharing of prestige, of 
recognition, of profits, of decision making. It opens possibilities, options, alternatives, and creativity.”

Abundance



The Golden Rule
Aboriginal Spirituality

      We are as much alive as we keep

      the Earth alive.

    Chief Dan George

Baha’i Faith

      Lay not on any would a load that you

      would not wish to be laid upon you,

      and desire not for anyone things 

      you would not desire for yoruself.

    Baha’u’llah, Gleanings

Buddhism

      Treat not others in ways that you

      yourself would find hurtful.

    The Buddha, Udana-Varga 5.18

Christianity

      In everything, do to others as you

      would have them do to you; for this

      is the law of the prophets.

    Jesus, Matthew 7:12

Confucianism

      One word which sums up the basis

      of all good conduct... loving kindness. 

      Do not do to others what you do not

      want done to yourself.

    Confucius, Analects 15.23

Hinduism

      This is the sum of duty: do not do

      to others what would cause pain if

      done to you.

    Mahabharata 5:1517

Islam

      Not one of you truly believes until

      you wish for others what you wish

      for yourself.

    The Prophet Muhammed, Hadith

 

Jainism

      One should treat all creatures in the 

      world as one would like to be treated.

    Mahavira, Sutrakritanga

 

Judaism

      What is hateful to you, do not do 

      to your neighbor. This is the whole

      Torah; all the rest is commentary.

    Hillel Talmud, Shabbath 31a

 

Sikhism

      I am a stranger to no one; and no

      one is a stranger to me. Indeed,

      I am a friend to all.

    Guru Granth Sahib, pg. 1299

 

Taoism

      Regard your neighbor’s gain as your

      own gain and your neighbor’s loss as 

      your own loss.

    T’ai Shang Kan Ying P’ien, 213-218

 

Wicca

      Seek to do no harm, and with that well

      understood, do as you please.

    Pagan Creed

 

Zoroastrianism

      Do not do unto others whatever is

      injurious to yourself.

    Shayast-na-Shayast 13.29
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